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Do YOU have information
that could help?
1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

I am happy here.
Discover All-Inclusive Lifestyle
With dedicated team members, an ever-changing calendar of events
and delicious meals, everything at Parkland is designed for a healthy
mind, body and soul. Start your next exciting chapter in our vibrant
community of people who are actively living their best life.

In-person and virtual tours available!
Contact one of our Lifestyle Consultants today to learn more.

Jane Beeton
902-404-4161 or
jbeeton@shannex.com

Mary Ann Bunker
902-407-0778 or
mbunker@shannex.com

72-124 Baker Drive, Dartmouth
experienceparkland.com/atthelakes

Involved in
the community
with pride.
Scotiabank is proud to support the
Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers.
Through our partnerships with local
organizations, we continue to build
vibrant communities where we live
and work.
1-800-4-SCOTIA

3099 Barrington Street
Halifax NS B3K 5M7
Ph: 902-484-4594
®

Registered trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia.
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Daniel Hiltz
President
1 Mills Drive
Goodwood, NS B3T 1P3
902.497.0197
902.450.5254
902.450.5604
dhiltz@gilsonconstruction.com
www.gilsonconstruction.com

P.O. Box 100
752 St. George Street
Annapolis Royal, NS
B0S 1A0
Tel: 902-532-2331
or 902-825-2005
Fax: 902-532-2096

annapoliscounty.ca

e to
Welcom K
CIRCLE

DOWNLOAD OUR APP
FOR EXCLUSIVE DEALS
AND FREEBIES
Follow us on

www.munargyle.com

START

Engineering water, infrastructure, earth &
environment, buildings and industrial projects
locally and internationally.

CBCL.ca
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www.stonesrv.com
C. E . FISHER
ELECTRIC LTD
4286 HWY #2, SUITE 2A
WELLINGTON, NS B2T 1J4

PHONE 902-860-2400

PROUDLY MONCTON.
A BEER AS FINE AS THE
PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE IT.

SESSION IPA

FINE
COMPANY

BLONDE LAGER

Carson Fisher

Must be legal drinking age.
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Retirement Living in the Heart of Windsor

770 East River Rd.
New Glasgow NS
B2H 3S6
(902) 755-4242
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THE TUPSZ OF DSJNF!TUPQQFST!
CRIME STOPPERS HELPS TO SOLVE A CRIME EVERY 14 MINUTES SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD.

In July 1976, Greg MacAleese, a Canadian-born police
officer in Albuquerque, New Mexico was investigating a
robbery/murder that took place on a Friday night at a local
Phillips 66 gas station in a well-traveled part of town. The
victim, Michael Carmen, was only two weeks from
marrying his high school sweetheart, and was filling in for
a friend who needed that shift off that night. Michael had
cooperated with the robbers and turned over the $36 in the
till, but they shot him anyway. Michael died four hours later.
MacAleese was frustrated that no one would come forward
with information on this crime. He determined that there
were two reasons for the public’s lack of confidence in their
police department:
(1) Citizens were apathetic. In other words, “why
bother,” or “what’s in it for me?”
(2) Fear of criminal retaliation. Many citizens in
Albuquerque believed that if they came forward with
information, they might be the next victim.
Determined that this case could be solved, MacAleese
approached his Chief of Police, local businesses and the
media with the idea that to overcome apathy by having local
businesses offer a cash award as an incentive for anyone
with information to call police. To overcome fear of
criminal retaliation, they would offer callers complete
anonymity. A local television station agreed to re-enact this
crime in September. The re-enactment aired at
approximately 10:45p.m. during their newscast, and by
8:00a.m. the next morning, the crime was solved.
Impressed with the results, MacAleese sought the support
of the Chief of Police to continue this type of approach
to solving crimes. The chief agreed that if Crime Stoppers
could solve 30 serious crimes by the end of the year he
would consider making it permanent and part of
Albuquerque Police Department’s fight against crime. In
fact, in the next four months, Crime Stoppers solved 300
crimes! Crime Stoppers took off! And the program grew
so much that by October 1980, Crime Stoppers USA had
59 programs.
Then in August 1983, Crime Stoppers International was
formed to reflect the worldwide interest in this unique
program. Today, there are more than 1,700 programs
worldwide and that all operate in exactly the same way with We offer cash awards and complete anonymity.
THE PARTNERS - THE VOLUNTEERS
Crime Stoppers is a partnership between the community,
the police and media. Each partner has a distinct and
important role in the success of our program. Crime
Stoppers is administered and overseen by volunteers from

communities around Nova Scotia. Without doubt, each
volunteer brings a strong belief in safe homes and safe
communities to this successful investigative tool for our
police agencies. You will see our volunteers at community
events promoting the many successes attributed to Crime
Stoppers. They are charged with the fundraising for cash
awards. They also determine the cash awards and even pay
those awards.

THE PARTNERS - THE POLICE
The police receive the tips and pass them on to the
appropriate investigating agency. The police provide
information on crimes so we can research and write the
Crime of the Week features that you read about in your
local newspapers, hear on a radio station or view on
television. The information from tipsters is assessed and
passed on to the appropriate investigating agency. They
promote Crime Stoppers through public speaking and
public service announcements.

THE PARTNERS - THE MEDIA
The media’s role is to keep Crime Stoppers in the public
domain. Whether it’s the Crime of the Week, a public
service announcement or promoting the many successes
of Crime Stoppers, their role is vital to the overall success
of the program. The media reassure the public that this
program works. The Crime Stoppers program is very
fortunate to have our Crime of the Week feature and Public
Service Announcements donated by the media. A
successful Crime Stoppers Program could not function as
well without this kind of support.

1976 – PRESENT
Like any other successful idea, Crime Stoppers has seen a
steady growth since its inception. Crime Stoppers
Albuquerque grew to Crime Stoppers New Mexico to
Crime Stoppers USA and in 1981, became Crime Stoppers
International (CSI) when the first program outside the
United States started in Calgary, Alberta. Crime Stoppers
was introduced to the citizens of Nova Scotia in 1987.
Today, there are over 1,800 programs worldwide. All
programs operate with the complete guarantee of
anonymity and cash awards. CSI has been recognized by
Interpol as an effective crime-fighting organization. CSI
has also been recognized by the United Nations.
Since its genesis in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1976,
information anonymously shared with Crime Stoppers has
led to the arrest of more than 1 million criminals; the
seizure of over US$9 billion worth of illicit drugs; and the
disruption of many organised criminal networks.

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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DSJNF!TUPQQFST!- NOVA SCOTIA
The Crime Stoppers programs were launched in November
1987 with a program for mainland Nova Scotia and a
second for Cape Breton Island. Not unlike the first Crime
Stoppers in Albuquerque, our programs took off. We can
boast that we’ve solved such serious crimes as murder,
aggravated sexual assault, fraud, arson, illegal smuggling
and drug dealing. You name it, and our anonymous tipsters
have solved it. We proudly say that no matter where you
live in Nova Scotia, whether you’re served by the RCMP
or a municipal police service, Crime Stoppers has played a
significant role in identifying criminals and bringing them
to justice. Later in this article, I will share some of the
many cases solved by anonymous tipsters.
Crime Stoppers has proven its worth many times over to
our police and other enforcement agencies. Remember,
Crime Stoppers is not a police program. It is an extension
of the community assisting law enforcement.
How many times have we heard that expression, “is your
organization cost effective and efficient in service
delivery?” If you apply that statement to Crime Stoppers
and how the program operates, you will readily agree that
we are effective and efficient. Crime Stoppers tipsters, at
no cost to the investigating agency, will relay information
on crimes; who is responsible, how they did it, what was
stolen, where it’s hidden, and so on. Tipsters save our
partners time and effort in investigating crime. Successful
tipsters are rewarded in cash, anywhere from $50 to $2,000,
for their efforts by the Crime Stoppers program, not the
police.
Very early in our history, we identified the persons
responsible for the murder of a man. The motive for that
crime was robbery. The victim was robbed of a small
amount of money and through the efforts of a tipster who
overheard the perpetrators discuss their crime and,

specifically, how they committed it, was so valuable to
police that they were able to make two arrests. Eventually,
both pleaded guilty.
Another case involving a vicious assault was solved through
the efforts of a tipster who was able to provide us with the
name of the assailant based on a specific description of
the attacker.
Several years ago, Crime Stoppers identified several people
involved in an elaborate debit card scam which, at that time,
had cost the banking institution several thousand dollars in
losses. The tipster was able to provide precise details on
how this group was defrauding the bank.
Police believe that approximately 80% of criminal activity
is drug related. So Crime Stoppers is always proud of any
drug seizure attributed to our program. We are very proud
that to date, we have been responsible for removing over
$14 MILLION in illegal drugs out of the hands of our
youth. Included in those seizures is everything from street
level dealing as well as sophisticated growing operations. A
cocaine seizure in the mid 1990’s was valued at $400,000.
More importantly, police seized several automatic weapons
and the persons arrested were high-ranking members of
an organized crime group in another part of Canada.
The Insurance Bureau of Canada estimates that
approximately 15% of insurance claims are fraudulent.
This is a crime that costs us all. There are several cases on
the Crime Stoppers books where we have identified people
who have engineered their own crime and insurance claim
and because of the assistance of our tipsters, Crime
Stoppers were able to provide police with specific details
of how the so-called crime was committed, what the
suspects were claiming in losses and most importantly,
where the personal items were actually hidden. (continues)

OUR NJTTJPO STATEMENT
Crime Stoppers promotes the reduction of crime through community
based effort to provide appropriate authorities with the information
needed to lay charges against those responsible. Crime Stoppers
endeavors to encourage the community to assist local law enforcement
agencies in the fight against crime by overcoming two key elements
that inhibit community involvement: Fear and Apathy.
Our goal is to make our communities a safer place to live, conduct
business and raise our children.
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DSJNF!TUPQQFST - NOVA SCOTIA
...continued

We often refer to a Crime Stoppers TIP as “that missing
piece of the puzzle.” The puzzle is not complete until
every piece is in place and that was the case with a Crime
Stoppers Crime of the Week feature several years ago,
where we were trying to identify the driver of a vehicle
involved in a hit and run that occurred approximately
eighteen months prior to the re-enactment. In this case,
the victim and his infant son received minor injuries, but
nonetheless, they were injured and deserved justice. All we
really had in this case was the obvious: the time, place, day,
where the run vehicle should have been damaged, its size
and the colour.
An observant tipster saw the re-enactment and recalled
being at a body shop around the time of collision and
remembered that the owner of the vehicle wanted the car
to be repaired and painted a completely different colour.
The tipster also recalled where this vehicle sustained
damage. Luckily for the investigating agency, the body
shop still had the front bumper of that vehicle and when
it was examined and analyzed, it was found to have paint
from the hit vehicle. The accused was arrested, charged and
convicted of several criminal code driving offenses.

Arson is perhaps one of the most difficult cases to solve
because during the commission of the offense not only is
property destroyed but so is evidence. We were very
fortunate at Crime Stoppers to solve several cases of arson,
but one that we are proud of involved property in the valley
area of the province. The tipster told Crime Stoppers how
the fire was set, what was used as an accelerant, and others
who were present and witnessed this crime. The tipster
provided the suspect’s name and that the suspect had been
seriously burned, along with the fact that they received
treatment at another hospital in the province. The suspect
did not receive treatment at a local hospital so as not to
draw attention to them.
These are just a few of our accomplishments. Crime
Stoppers’ tipsters have assisted many investigative/
enforcement agencies in this province and beyond. Yet in
the numbers below, less than 30% of our callers ask for the
cash reward. This phenomenon is almost true with all
Crime Stoppers program worldwide.

THE FOLLOWING REFLECTS THE RESULTS OF THE
NBJOMBOE!OT!DSJNF!TUPQQFST PROGRAM FROM INCEPTION IN
OPWFNCFS!2:98 TO THE END OF BQSJM!3132/

THIS MONTH
Arrests
3
Charges Laid
6
Cases Cleared
3
Property Recovered
$0
Arson Solved
0
Fraud Solved
0
Drugs Seized
0
Fugitives Arrested
0
Tobacco Seized
0
Awards Paid
0
Total Calls
585

THIS YEAR
6
10
7
$6,000
0
0
0
1
$1,000
$3,000
2,450

TO DATE
3435
7691
6059
$5,789,441
$1,245,601
$335,869
$16,350,045
464
$3,242,950
$320,400
159,472

FOR EVERY DOLLAR PAID TO ANONYMOUS TIPSTERS, CRIME STOPPERS HAS
RECOVERED APPROXIMATELY %75/34 IN STOLEN PROPERTY AND ILLEGAL
DRUGS. THE AVERAGE CASH AWARD PER CASE SOLVED IS %62/38
CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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COMEAU’S SEA FOODS LIMITED
P.O. BOX 39, SAULNIERVILLE
NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA B0W 2Z0

500 stewards of the water cycle
that are proud to support Nova
Scotia Crime Stoppers and the
many programs they support.

Thank you to
Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers
for working to keep our
communities safe! Merci.

PHONE: (902) 769-2101
FAX: (902) 769-3594

A longstanding
commitment to support
the communities we
call home.
WWW.AGGREGATEEQUIPMENT.CA

CONSTRUCTING YOUR SUCCESS
CRUSHING l SCREENING l PAVING
CONVEYING l BELTING
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Before COVID-19, Annapolis Valley Board members were having a good year.
We held BBQs, which raised some funds for promotional material, and used these
opportunities to reach a different sector of the public. We explained our program
and handed out informative material on the many serious crimes about which we
ask for public input. Our volunteers enjoyed riding on our Annapolis Valley Crime
Stoppers float in many of the Valley parades and manning a booth at the Annapolis
Valley Exhibition at Lawrencetown.
Bob Buchanan
Board Chair, Annapolis Valley

Bev Smith has chaired Annapolis Valley Board over the last number of years but
has now decided to step aside mainly for family reasons. She and her family have
contributed so much of their time and efforts to Crime Stoppers. The work and
interest that Bev and Carter contributed to our programs will continue long past
their physical attendance. They cannot be replaced, and they will be sorely missed.

IBMJGBY
As the new chair this year of the Halifax Board, I want to take this opportunity to
thank our volunteers for their tireless efforts in spreading the message of “Safe
Communities and Neighborhoods, one tip at a time”.

Les Kakonyi

We have undertaken this year to spread this positive message that having safe homes
and safe communities benefits us all. As a retired RCMP officer with 35 years’
service, I used to see daily how Crime Stoppers tips benefited our investigators in
providing that piece of the puzzle to successfully bring persons responsible for
various crimes to justice.

Board Chair, Halifax

Our active board continues to promote awareness through community BBQs, events
like the Battle of Wits, Stanfield International Airport CS Awareness Day, Police
Week and HRM parades.

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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Nova Insulation & Finish Systems Ltd
Specializing in Modern Stucco
and Spray Foam Insulation.
Fire Proofing and Thermal Imaging also available.

The I.U.O.E. Local 727, which is the
Nova Scotia Paramedics Union, on
behalf of the Nova Scotia Paramedics
who proudly serve Nova Scotia’s
public in their times of need,
acknowledge Nova Scotia Crime
Stoppers and all the good work that
they do to keep Nova Scotia safe.

902-825-8292
info@nifs.ca
www.nifs.ca

Thanks
for your support
303 Seaman St.,
Margaretsville, NS B0S 1N0
(902) 825-2411
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Amanda Morrisey
Board Chair, Colchester

With the challenges of the past year, the Crime Stoppers Program has maintained
to be active in the community. Crime Stoppers comprises strategies and measures
that seek to reduce the risk of crimes occurring, and their potential harmful effects
on individuals and society, and the ability for individuals to report crimes
anonymously when they do occur. To that effect, Crime Stoppers works in close
partnership with National, Regional and Municipal police forces, other social
agencies, the business sector, all levels of government, and most importantly with
the community. Our board works diligently in the community to not only prevent
crime and victimization, but also promote community safety and awareness of the
Crime Stoppers Program.

REMEMBERING
DAVID SCHARF
1953 - 2021

DVNCFSMBOE

Alfred King
Board Chair, Cumberland

Since our last annual report, the Cumberland Board participated in a Race Against
Drugs event at a local elementary school. The board held two meetings in 2020
before the COVID-19 pandemic put a hold on gatherings. With the restrictions
this year, we were unable to participate in our usual activities such as: Police Week,
Seniors’ Expos, and a parade. With these activities, we would have been able to
distribute materials to promote the TIPS number. We encourage anyone who is
interested in or wants to join this group, to contact their local police. The board
wishes to thank all individuals, groups, businesses, municipalities and towns in
Cumberland that have supported our various activities in past years. Stay safe and
hope to see our board up and running another year.

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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Dismas Society
Lavers House
454 Queen Street
Truro, NS B2N 2C6

902-893-7226
129 Park Road
Elmsdale, NS
B2S 2L3

902-883-4970

394 Main Street, Middleton, NS B0S 1P0
1-855-370-6578 • www.bruceautogroup.com

15246mgr@stores.carquest.com

Ford • GMC Buick Chevrolet • Honda • Hyundai
Auto Spa • Collision & Towing • Credit Solutions • Leasing

DARRELL W JERRETT
President

carquest.ca

DARIM MASONRY LIMITED

Commercial Block and Brick Construction
1 Pinehill Dr., Suite 1
Lower Sackville, NS
B4C 1N4

Phone: (902) 252-9694
Cell: (902) 209-5628
darimmasonryltd@hotmail.com

12 Chipman Drive, Kentville Industrial Park
Phone: 902-678-0012 ~ Cell: 902-670-1908
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Ivan Rodenhiser
Board Chair, Lunenburg

Lunenburg County Crime Stoppers presently have ten members who are dedicated
and focused on promoting Crime Stoppers awareness in Lunenburg County. It is
very rewarding volunteering for this non-profit organization and we are always
looking for new members to help promote Crime Stoppers. Our board members
have participated over the year in many activities, starting with booths set up at the
Bridgewater Mall passing out pamphlets. We participate in the annual Michelin Safety
Fair, Michelin Seniors Expo and some of our favorite activities are the Bridgewater
Exhibition parade and Lunenburg Christmas parade of lights. Our board held a
BBQ with the support of the Atlantic Superstore in Bridgewater to raise funds for
our non-profit organization.
The Lunenburg Board aim to continue to promote the Crime Stoppers message
within the community and expect to have continued success in promoting awareness
in the upcoming year. I would like to thank all the volunteers who take the time to
promote this much needed program.

QJDUPV
Covid-19 has created challenging times for all organized events in our province this
past year. Although events and meetings have been cancelled due to the pandemic,
our members remain committed to the work we do within our boards. We strive to
bring an awareness of the Crime Stoppers program to Pictou County and inform
people about our work through public events and community involvement. Crime
Stoppers has proved to be an especially important support system for our local Police
and RCMP agencies who receive many valuable tips through the anonymous tips
program.
Margie MacDonald
Board Chair, Pictou County

Our volunteer members work closely with representatives from our Police
Departments and RCMP in our county. We also have excellent support from our
provincial executive in Halifax. It has been obvious from the monthly stats we receive
that a great deal of work continues to happen across Nova Scotia even during the
pandemic. Members of the Pictou Board look forward to being able to resume
participation in meetings, parades, presentations, and fundraisers when it is safe to
do so. Once again, we will have the opportunity to promote Crime Stoppers in our
communities and focus on combating crime and helping to keep our communities
safe.

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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JIM MORRISON
AUTO SALES

332, Highway 214 • Elmsdale, NS • B2S 2L7
Just off Exit 8 • Across from Atlantic Superstore
Warranties • Financing Available

Quality Pre-owned Vehicles

883-3133

Fax: 883-7070
U.S. Cell: 321-213-4373

1 Weston Court
Burnside Industrial Park
Dartmouth, NS
B3B 2C8

www.weldproltd.com

www.maplemist.ca

902-657-3711

Camp Location:
1927 Kemptown Road
Colchester County, NS

Eacan Timber Limited
1495 Cobequid Road
Waverley, NS B2R 1M5

(902) 860.5500
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Phone: 468-7191
Cell: 471-0452
Fax: 468-7771

weldproltd@msn.com

TEEN DATING WJPMFODF AWARENESS AND TIPS
FACTS
• Dating Violence affects one in four teens. This type of
abuse is not just physical, but it is emotional abuse also.
• Yelling, threatening, name calling, extreme possessiveness,
and obsessive phone calling or texting, are all a phase of
Dating Violence.
• You’re a Victim of Dating Violence if you are going out
with someone who… is jealous and possessive, won’t let
you have friends, and checks up on you or won’t accept
breaking up?
• Tries to control you by being bossy, giving orders, making
all the decisions, or not taking your opinion seriously?
• Puts you down in front of friends or tells you that you
would be nothing without him/her?
• Is violent? Has a history of fighting, loses his/her temper
quickly, brags about mistreating you or others? Grabs,
pushes, shove, or hit you?
• Scares you? Makes you worry about reaction to things
you say or do? Threatens you? Uses or owns weapons?
• Pressures you for sex or is forceful or scary about sex?
Gets too serious about the relationship too fast?
• Makes your family and friends uneasy and concerned for
your safety?
• Abuses alcohol or other drugs and pressures you to use
them?
• Believes that he or she should be in control of the
relationship?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, it is possible
that you are a victim of Dating Violence or Abuse. Both
males and females in heterosexual or homosexual
relationships can experience Dating Violence or abuse.

• Get out of abusive relationships! Don’t put up with the
abuse. You deserve better!
• Know that you are not alone. Teens from all over the
country of all different economical and ethnic backgrounds
have been involved in a violent relationship.
• Understand that you have done nothing wrong. It is not
your fault.
• Know that the longer you stay in the abusive
relationship, the more intensive the violence will become.
• Talk with your parents, a friend, counselor, a faith or
spiritual leader, or someone else you trust. The more
isolated you are from your friends and family, the more
control your abuser has over you.
• Alert a school counselor or security officer about the
abuse.
• Avoid being alone at school, your job, on the way to and
from places and anywhere else he/she might have access
to you.
• Always tell someone where you’re going and when you
plan to be back.
• Know that you can get help from professionals at rape
crisis centers, health services, counseling centers, your
family health care provider, or a local clinic.
• Remember that no one is justified in attacking you just
because she or he is angry.
• Do not meet him/her alone. Do NOT let him/her in
your home, car, or near you when you are alone.
BEING A FRIEND TO A VICTIM OF DATING VIOLENCE
Most teens talk to other teens about their problems. If a
friend tells you things that sound like his/her relationship
is abusive, here are some suggestions or some ways to help:
Don’t ignore signs of abuse. Talk to your friend.
• Express your concerns. Tell your friend that your are
worried about him/her. Support, do not judge.
• Point out your friend’s strengths- many people in abusive
relationships suffer from low self-esteem. Remind them of
their talents, abilities, and gifts.
• Encourage your friend to confide in a trusted adult. Offer
to go with the friend for professional help.
• Find out what laws may protect your friend from the
abuser.
• Never put yourself in a dangerous situation with the
victim’s partner. Don’t try to mediate, or get directly
involved.
• Call the police if you witness an assault. Tell an adult
(school principal, guidance counselor, or school resource
officer) if you suspect the abuse but don’t witness it.
• Take Action! Educate teens and adults in your
community. Start a peer education program on teen and
Dating Violence.

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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Truro
Heights
86 Connector Road, Exit 13, Highway #102
Truro Heights, NS B6L 1Z3

902-897-0333

Top Prices Paid
Hours: Mon - Fri
8 am - 5 pm
Sat 8 am - 12 pm

NEW-GORE CO
2489 Hwy 3, Box 6
Lower East Pubnico
Yarmouth Co, NS
B0W 2A0

(902) 745-0265

“We Ship Lobster and Seafood Worldwide!”

133 Onslow Road, Truro
Office 902-895-9845
www.pattersonsales.ca
www.ljpatteronsales.com
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339 Beaver Bank Rd.,
Beaver Bank, NS B4E 1K1
(902) 864-9788
www.foosingrestaurant.com

1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

CVMMZJOH!PREVENTION
NATURE AND EXTENT OF BULLYING IN CANADA

WHAT IS BULLYING?
Bullying is characterized by acts of intentional harm,
repeated over-time, in a relationship where an
imbalance of power exists. It includes physical actions
(punching, kicking, biting), verbal actions (threats,
name calling, insults, racial or sexual comments), and
social exclusion (spreading rumours, ignoring,
gossiping, excluding). Boys tend to be more likely to
bully and be bullied, usually in the form of a physical
attack and exhibition of aggressive behaviour.
Alternatively, girls appear to be more prone to indirect
bullying in the form of social isolation, slandering and
the spreading of rumours.
WHAT ARE THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
BULLYING, DELINQUENCY AND CRIME?
Delinquent behaviour is far more common in children
who bully other children. Self-report delinquency
studies reveal that almost 40% of boys who frequently
bully report delinquent behaviour compared to about
5% of boys who never or infrequently bully. For girls
who bully frequently, close to 31% report delinquency
compared to 3% of girls who never or infrequently
bully. Research also reveals that children who bully are
37% more likely than those who do not bully to
commit offences as adults. Similarly, children who
bully may later suffer psychological problems, such as
externalizing behaviours, aggressive tendencies, and
occasional symptoms of depression.

The implications of bullying can also be very serious
for many victims. For example, male victims of
bullying are five times more likely to be depressed and
girls are over three times more likely to be depressed
than their male and female classmates. Male and
female victims of bullying are more likely to exhibit
symptoms of suicide. Moreover, research suggests
that the effects of bullying do not disappear with time.
For example, the Journal of the American Medical
Association reports that “individuals formerly bullied
were found to have higher levels of depression and
poorer self-esteem at the age of 23, despite the fact
that, as adults, they were no more harassed or socially
isolated than comparison adults”.
Bullying behaviour during childhood is closely
associated with future anti-social behaviour in
adolescence and adulthood. Children who bully may
turn into adolescents who sexually harass, become
involved in delinquent or gang-related behaviours, or
engage in date violence. As adults, these same
individuals may display harassment in the workplace
or may commit spousal, child, or senior abuse. The
prevention of bullying behaviour in children and
youth is an important factor for reducing the
likelihood of future criminal activity.
WHAT ARE THE RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
BULLYING?
Significant individual risk factors for bullying
behaviour include persistent negative attitudes and
early aggressive behaviour. Some risk factors for
bullying are also risk factors for general delinquency,
such as truancy, aggressive behaviour and a lack of
respect for authority figures. Some risk factors are
more frequent in children who bully, and they include
...continued on page 21
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SEXTON PHARMACY
746 Main Street
Sydney Mines

736-3280
Owner: Chris Buckland

Harbour View Haven
“A Community For Quality Care”
Providing special care and services
to Nova Scotians since 1971
25 Blockhouse Hill Road, PO Box 1480
Lunenburg, NS B0J 2C0
(902) 634-8836

Sheehy Ent. Co.
Peter & Terry Sheehy, Owners

Proud supporter of
Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers
PO Box 356
Shubenacadie, NS
B0N 2H0

Proud to Support Crime Stoppers
Phone: 875-3544 • Email: contact@municipalityofshelburne.ca
Website: www.municipalityofshelburne.ca
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758-2002

289 Millville Hwy, Cape Breton, NS B1Y 2E1

1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

902-674-2777
eykingfarms.ca

CVMMZJOH PREVENTION

...continued

trouble concentrating in class and a lack of empathy • Physical bullying: Research conducted in Canada,
and compassion for others.
Europe and the United States has shown that
roughly 10 to 15 percent of students aged 11 to 15
Gender differences also exist between the risk factors
admitted being involved in weekly physical bullying.
associated with bullying behaviour. For girls, bullying
Physical bullying peaks in grades 6-8, and gradually
behaviour is closely linked to abuse suffered in the
declines thereafter. More specifically, this research
home, whereas bullying behaviour in boys is closely
suggests that boys were twice as likely to report
linked to involvement with anti-social or delinquent
frequent bullying than girls, while both genders
peers and behaviour. This explains why harm
reported an equal frequency of victimization. An
committed by girls is usually masked and difficult to
additional 25-30% of students reported
detect in the social forms of bullying, while bullying
involvement in monthly physical bullying, and
behaviour exhibited by boys is primarily physical and
unlike the findings associated with weekly bullying
visible to others.
behaviours, more boys than girls reported being
victimized on a monthly basis.
• Verbal bullying: 10-15% of all students reported
involvement in weekly verbal bullying.
Approximately twice as many students reported
being victims of verbal bullying than engaging in
verbal bullying themselves. No significant
differences between girls and boys were found in
this type of bullying.

HOW FREQUENT IS BULLYING?
In Canada, studies suggest that roughly 6% of
students aged 12 to 19, report bullying others on a
weekly basis, 8% report that they are victims of
bullying weekly, and 1% report that they are both
victimized and bully others on a weekly basis. Bullying
surveys also indicate that many more boys than girls
report being victims of bullying and almost all boys
named male peers as the aggressors. A recent self
report survey on delinquency among Toronto youth
indicates that 16% of youths in grades 7 to 9 had been
bullied on more than 12 occasions during the year
prior to the survey.

• Social bullying: Students who engage in social
bullying are not likely to get caught. Instead, their
harmful intentions are masked because the
consequences cannot always be seen or heard. In
one Canadian study, 41% of all students in grades
4 to 7 reported that they were victims of bullying
and/or bullied others monthly. 7% of these
students said they were victims of social bullying on
a weekly basis, and 2% reported that they bullied
other students socially on a weekly basis. Girls are
more likely than boys to bully socially and to be
victims of this form of bullying.
publicsafety.gc.ca
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ELDER BCVTF
Older members of our community are often more
vulnerable to abuse, especially those who rely on
others for some or all of their care. These are some
of the common types of abuse facing older adults.

PHYSICAL ABUSE
Any physical pain or injury which is willfully inflicted
upon an elder by a person who has care or custody
of, or who stands in a position of trust with that elder,
constitutes physical abuse. This includes, but is not
limited to, direct beatings, sexual assault, unreasonable
physical restraint, and prolonged deprivation of food
or water.

FINANCIAL ABUSE
Any theft or misuse of an elder's money or property,
by a person in a position of trust with an elder,
constitutes financial abuse.

NEGLECT
The failure of any person having the care or custody
of an elder to provide that degree of care which a
reasonable person in a like position would provide
constitutes neglect. This includes, but is not limited
to:

Psychological/Emotional Abuse
The willful infliction of mental suffering, by a
person in a position of trust with an elder,
constitutes psychological/emotional abuses.
Examples of such abuse are: verbal assaults, threats,
instilling fear, humiliation, intimidation, or isolation
of an elder.
Abandonment
Abandonment constitutes the desertion or willful
forsaking of an elder by any person having the care
and custody of that elder. under circumstances in
which a reasonable person would continue to
provide care of custody.

IS ABUSE OF ELDER ADULTS A CRIME
IN CANADA?
Abuse of elder adults is not specifically identified as
a crime. The abuse may be a combination of different
behaviours by the caregiver. Some of these behaviours
may also be crimes. If the abuser has broken the law
he or she may be charged with a criminal offence.
novascotia.ca

Failure to assist in personal hygiene or the provision of
clothing for an elder
Failure to provide medical care for the physical and
mental health needs of an elder. This does not
include instances in which an elder refuses
treatment.
Failure to protect an elder from health and safety
hazards.
Self-Neglect
Failure to provide for self through inattention or
dissipation. The identification of this type of case
depends on assessing the elder's ability to choose a
lifestyle versus a recent change in the elder's ability
to manage.

Man photo created by master1305 - www.freepik.com

...continued on page 25
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Pierre LeBlanc
President

Graphics & Sign Specialists
Locations across
Nova Scotia
1-800-565-2208

Halifax, NS
Fredericton, NB
Charlottetown, PE

P.O. Box Box 433, Cheticamp
Nova Scotia, Canada B0E 1H0
Email
Tel
Cell
Fax

pleblanc@cheticampfisheries.com
902-244-1971
506-533-4719
902-224-2487

14614 Cabot
Trail Road
Cheticamp NS
B0E 1H0

902-406-1400
506-458-9000
902-628-9091

(902) 224-3782

www.amgclaims.ca

West Nova Fuels and Superline Fuels are proud
to support crime prevention in Nova Scotia.
www.westnova.ca

Delorey & Levy

88 Coldbrook Village Park Drive
Coldbrook, NS B4R 1B9

Windows, Doors & Siding
Free Quotes
On Any of your Home’s Exterior Needs
3200 Kempt Rd., Halifax, NS B3K 4X1

(902) 678-6572
Fax: (902) 678-6228
TF: 1-888-678-6572

902-454-2111
Email: info@deloreylevy.com Web: www.deloreylevy.com

www.bowerjacquard.ca

7 Moore Rd., Unit 1, Dartmouth, NS B3B 1J1 (902) 468-3087
www.progressivecabinets.ca
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ELDER BCVTF

...continued

The most scary part of Elder Abuse is that it is often perpetrated by a care
giver, neighbour, family member or close friend.

SOME FACTS AND MYTHS
ABOUT ELDER ABUSE
Fact
• Victims and abusers come from all
geographic, economic, social and cultural
backgrounds.
• Victims may not disclose abuse because they
feel ashamed, guilty, fearful, or they wish to
protect the abuser.
•Victims often rationalize their abuse by
blaming themselves in the belief that they once
hurt the abuser.

Myth
• Older people could leave if they want to.
• Spousal abuse stops at the age of 60.
• Older people are usually sick, frail and
need care.
House photo created by rawpixel.com - www.freepik.com

SO HOW CAN CRIME STOPPERS HELP?
People often feel that Elder Abuse is a family matter or fear that interference will make the problem worse.
These attitudes only enable the problem to get worse and consequences to those we should respect most in
our society could be fatal.
If you have any information about Elder Abuse and we encourage you to report it to Crime Stoppers
by calling the toll-free tips line anytime at 1-800-222-8477(TIPS). Your call will always remain
anonymous and you may be eligible for a cash reward.
General Inquiries (NOT TIPS) – Email us at tips@ns.sympatico.ca
You can submit Online Tips via our Secure Portal
at www.p3tips.com or call 1-800-222-8477
- https://www.facebook.com/NovaScotiaCrimeStoppers/
- https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfy_ufPcT64fk3kloxK48zQ
- https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=nova%20scotia%20crime%
20stoppers&src=typd

CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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I.M.P. Group Ltd
2651 Joseph Howe Drive
Halifax, NS B3L 4T1

902-453-2400
“Sincere Appreciation to our
Law Enforcement Officers”

61 Mount Hope Avenue, Dartmouth NS B2Y 4V9
(902) 465-4877

MUNICIPALITY OF
THE DISTRICT OF
DIGBY

www.digbymun.ca
12548 Hwy 217 Seabrook
Digby, NS B0V 1A0

esri.ca

• Complete spring & air ride
suspension service
• King pin service axle - bored &
sleeved on truck
• Leaf spring repair or replacement
on 1/2 - 1 ton trucks
• Suspension service on utility
trailers and RV’s

1-902-922-2525 or 1-877-922-2525
Thorburn, NS

www.customspringwelding.ca

S
S SORENSEN
SORENSEN
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC LTD
LTD

333 Industrial Ave., Truro, NS B2N 6V6
sorenson@ns.sympatico.ca

(902) 895-5020
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Bus: (902) 245-4777
Fax: (902) 245-5748

902.423.5199

JOUFSOFU!SAFETY TIPS
Is Commerce on the Internet Safe?
• Providing that some common sense is used,
Canadians should feel safe conducting their business
on the internet.
• Know with whom you are dealing.
• Ensure that your Internet Browser goes to a secure
mode (watch for url to be https:// or lock to show
in bottom right of screen).
• Never respond to unsolicited requests.

Securing Your Home Computer
• All Canadians connecting to the Internet should
ensure that they have installed an up-to-date virus
protection program. These should download virus
definitions on a regular basis.
• Software or hardware firewalls should also be a
part of your security package.
• Never open e-mail attachments unless it is
something that you have asked for or are expecting.
• Installing an inexpensive router between your cable
or DSL modem will offer some added protection.
• No one should be asking you to provide personal
information in an e-mail.

Beware of Get-Rich-Quick Schemes
• The internet has become an inexpensive way for
organized groups to attempt to defraud Canadians.
Do not respond to messages looking for help to get
monies out of other countries or informing you that
you are part of an inheritance.
• If you have goods, services or property advertised
for sale on the Internet, be suspicious of offers to
purchase when you receive a cheque in payment for
goods. Many cheques have been reported stolen and
altered to attempt to defraud.

• Tell your parents if anyone approaches you on-line
and wants your real information or does anything to
disturb you.
• NEVER provide real information to anyone on
the Internet.
• If you have profiles or web pages, be sure that the
information does not identify who you are.

What is Phishing?
• “Phishing” or “brand spoofing” is the act of
sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be a
legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the user
into disclosing private information.
• Government, financial institutions and online
auctions/pay services are common targets of brand
spoofing.
• The goal of criminals using phishing is to lead
consumers to believe that a request for information
is coming from a legitimate company. In reality, it is
a malicious attempt to collect customer information
for the purpose of committing fraud.

How Can You Protect Yourself?
• Do not reply to any e-mail that requests your
personal information.
• If you receive a request, contact the financial
institution immediately and report your suspicions.
• Financial institutions will not send you an e-mail
with a link for you to come back and update or
confirm your personal data.
• Routinely review your financial statements for any
signs of fraudulent charges.

Child Safety on the Internet
• Parents should know where their children are
going and what they do while on the Internet.
• Instant messenger services can be safe and a means
of communication for children but the rules we
have been telling our children for years still need to
be followed.
• Never talk to strangers.
• Never accept gifts from someone you do not know.
Computer vector created by macrovector - www.freepik.com
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IVNBO!TRAFFICKING
THE RISE OF MODERN SLAVERY IN CANADA

WHAT IS HUMAN TRAFFICKING?
Human Trafficking is defined as the recruitment,
transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of
persons, by various means of coercion, force, fraud,
or the abuse of power, for the purpose of
exploitation. Exploitation typically includes sexual
exploitation, forced labour, involuntary servitude, or
slavery.
The clandestine nature of Human Trafficking makes
it difficult to ascertain its true magnitude. The United
Nations however has estimated that over 800,000
persons are trafficked annually. Other organizations
have put the estimated totals even higher than this. It
is also estimated that more than half of people who
are trafficked annually are children! Child victims of
trafficking are often exploited for sexual purposes,
including prostitution, pornography and sex tourism.
They are also exploited for forced labour, including
domestic servitude, sweatshop factory work and
migrant farming.

IDENTIFYING VICTIMS
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A VICTIM
• Speak neither English nor French, or may not speak
on their own behalf
• Originate from a foreign country
• Be unaware of local surroundings even though they
VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING CAN BE FOUND IN:
have been in the area for an extended period of time
• Commercial sex or prostitution
• Show evidence of control, intimidation or abnormal
• Nannies or servants
psychological fear
• Sweatshop factories
• Not be able to move or leave job
• Construction
• Have bruises or show signs of physical abuse
• Farming or landscaping
• Show signs of malnutrition
• Be frequently accompanied by an individual who
WHERE DOES IT OCCUR?
may be their trafficker
DON’T CLOSE YOUR EYES TO HUMAN • Be frequently moved by their trafficker
TRAFFICKING. Certainly experience has shown
that Human Trafficking occurs in our major cities WHAT IS THE VICTIM’S MINDSET?
across Canada, however it is not exclusively restricted THE VICTIMS MAY: Not self-identify as victims
there. Wherever there is a demand for any of the of human trafficking. Victims may not appear to need
services referred to in the previous list, it is social services because they have a place to live, food
conceivable victims can be found there as well. to eat, medical care and what they think is a paying
Perhaps in your own community! Please don’t close job; Be taught to distrust outsiders, especially law
your eyes to Human Trafficking. If you suspect or enforcement. They have a sense of fear and distrust
know of Human Trafficking activity, please contact toward the government and police because they are
your local Police, or if you wish to remain anonymous, afraid they will be deported; Feel better in their current
call your local Crime Stoppers.
situation than where they came from, even if they are
ROOT CAUSES. Some of the main causes for being exploited; Be completely unaware of their rights
trafficking persons into Canada include: an increasing or may have been intentionally misinformed about
demand for low cost labour and services across their right in our country; Fear for their families in
Canada and the United States, poverty, lack of their home countries. Some traffickers threaten that
education and employment opportunities and they will harm their families if they report their
inequality (gender, nationality) in countries of origin. situations to, or cooperate with, law enforcement.
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IVNBO!TRAFFICKING
WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT
OPEN YOUR EYES. Quite often, Human
Trafficking is happening right in our own communities
and we do not notice. The reason we
do not notice is often due to a lack
of familiarity about Human
Trafficking. We encourage you to
firstly make yourself aware of
the issue of
Human
Trafficking, and secondly,
help your family and
friends be aware. By
raising awareness levels
throughout all
communities in Canada,
we believe we will be able
to greatly reduce the
incidence and continuance
of Human Trafficking. That
is a good thing to do! Please
help those victims already in
our midst and help prevent the
importation and exploitation of
more.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU
CONTACT CRIME STOPPERS?
Firstly, your identity will never be
known as Crime Stoppers does not
subscribe to call display. Your call
will
be
completely
anonymous.
The
information
you
provide
will
be
forwarded to the Police
for investigation and, if
proven to be accurate,
will help ensure the
perpetrator(s) will be arrested and charged, and you
would be eligible to receive a cash reward of up to
$2000. The victim (the person being trafficked) will
be provided with assistance and, if from another
country, can be provided with a temporary residency
permit and a safe location while the matter is being
resolved.

...continued

RESOURCES
ON BEHALF OF VICTIMS: For victims of
unimaginable cruelty, we are appealing for a
countrywide fight against Human
Trafficking.
A
national,
collaborative, powerful fight.
We are appealing because
Human
Trafficking
is
modern day slavery. We are
appealing because these
victims have no voice.
Crime Stoppers programs
all across Canada have a
proven record at helping
solve crime in our
communities. We are very
pleased to be part of what we
believe is the solution to helping to
reduce and even eliminate the
practice of Human Trafficking in
Canada and help curtail the incidence
of people being trafficked through
Canada to the United States. Please
don’t close your eyes!
Remember please, that in addition to
being a major crime, Human Trafficking
is a serious violation of the Human Rights
of the individuals who are being
trafficked.
By participating in our Blue
Blindfold Campaign, you
will be helping those who
are not able to help
themselves. Together we
can make it stop!
If you think you know someone being trafficked or
are being trafficked yourself, contact Crime Stoppers
for
more
information
on
HUMAN
TRAFFICKING.

WE ARE HERE TO HELP. PLEASE CALL

1 (800) 222-8477
CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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CRIME QSFWFOUJPO!TIPS
At Home

When Shopping

• Lock all doors and windows before leaving the
house.
• Do not display gifts where they can be seen from
a window or doorway.
• Before going out in the evening, turn on lights and
a radio so the house looks occupied.
• If going on an extended vacation, get neighbors
to watch your house, shovel snow, pick up
newspapers, and park their car in the driveway from
time to time.
• Make sure items like DVD Players, stereos,
cameras, microwaves etc. are marked with a unique
identification number to help police recover it in
case of theft.

• Be careful of people loitering around parking
garages, parking lots, and outside of stores. Go the
other way.
• Never park in an unlit lot, no matter how
convenient it is.
• Shop before dark if possible.
• Lock doors and close windows even if planning to
be gone for only a few minutes.
• Lock packages in trunk.
• Check interior of car before getting in, esp. back
seats.
• Park near street lights, and have keys in hand when
you return to your car.

• Be wary of strangers coming to the door asking
for charitable donations. Ask for identification, if
the donations are tax deductible, and how the funds
are going to be used. If you aren’t satisfied with the
answer, do not contribute.

• Don’t carry excess credit cards. Keep credit card
numbers recorded & keep this information in a safe
place.

• Beware of package deliveries where the couriers
have the wrong address. Write down tag numbers of
suspicious delivery attempts.

• Teach children to go to a store clerk or security
guard if they get separated from you.

• Carry purse under arm and keep wallet in inside
pockets, not in back of trousers.

• They should never go into a parking lot alone.

• Prevent children from playing with tree lights
and/or electric connections.

Crime scene designed by vectorpouch - www.freepik.com
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CRIME QSFWFOUJPO!TIPS
Help Prevent Office Theft and Other
Related Crimes
• Keep purse, wallet, keys, or other valuable items
with you at all times, or locked in a drawer or closet.
• Check identity of any strangers who are in your
office - ask whom they are visiting and if you can
help them find that person. If this makes you
uncomfortable, inform security or management
about your suspicions.
• Always let someone know where you’ll be whether it’s coming in late, working late, going to
the photocopier or mail room, going out to lunch
or a meeting.
• Report any broken or flickering lights, dimly lit
corridors, doors that don’t lock properly, or broken
windows. Don’t wait for someone else to do it.
• Be discreet. Don’t advertise your social life or
vacation plans and those of your co-workers to
people visiting or calling your place of work.
• Stairwells and out-of-the-way corridors - Don’t use
the stairs when alone. Talk to the building manager
about improving poorly lighted corridors and
stairways.

Contact
us

• Elevators - Don’t get into elevators with people
who look out of place or behave in a strange or
threatening manner. If you find yourself in an
elevator with someone who makes you nervous, get
off as soon as possible.
• Restrooms - Attackers can hide in stalls and
corners. Make sure restrooms are locked and only
employees have keys. Be extra cautious when using
restrooms that are isolated or poorly lighted.
• After hours - don’t work late alone. Create a buddy
system for walking to the parking lots or public
transportation, or ask security to escort you.
• Parking lots or Garages - Choose a well-lighted,
well-guarded parking garage. Always lock your
vehicle and roll the windows all the way up. If you
notice any strangers hanging around the parking lot,
notify security or the police. When you approach
your car, have the key ready. Check the floor of both
the front, and the back seats before getting in your
car. Lock your car as soon as you get in- before you
buckle your seat belt.

Nova Scotia Crime Stoppers Association
1650 Bedford Hwy / PO Box 44062
Bedford, NS B4A 3X5

General Inquiries (NOT TIPS) – Email us at tips@ns.sympatico.ca
You can submit Online Tips via our Secure Portal at www.p3tips.com
or call 1-800-222-8477
- https://www.facebook.com/NovaScotiaCrimeStoppers/
- https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfy_ufPcT64fk3kloxK48zQ
- https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=nova%20scotia%20crime%
20stoppers&src=typd

Our Crime Stoppers program has proven its worth many times over to our police
and other enforcement agencies.
CRIMESTOPPERS.NS.CA
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DPOUSBCBOE!CIGARETTES

The illegal tobacco trade is a serious threat to the
health and safety of Canadians. It is dominated by
criminal organizations, which are motivated by the
potential of large profits which in turn fund other
criminal activities. In the case of many large seizures
of illegal tobacco, drugs and weapons have also been
seized. Due to its low selling price, illegal tobacco has
the potential to increase smoking rates which in turn
results in an increase in health care costs for which all
citizens pay the price.
The illegal tobacco trade varies greatly across the
country. Central Canada is the primary source of
illegal tobacco products found throughout the rest of
the country. The illegal tobacco market in the Atlantic
region is almost entirely supplied by criminal networks

sourcing their supply from Ontario, Quebec and New
York State. The current environment of
manufacturing, distributing and selling contraband
tobacco products is different from what it was in the
early 90s when it was based primarily on the diversion
of legally manufactured products. Today, it’s driven
largely by illegal manufacturing, although it also
features, to a lesser degree, the illegal importation of
counterfeit cigarettes which arrive in Canada via
marine containers.
Several factors contribute to Canada’s illegal tobacco
market, including smokers’ motivation to find cheap
product, low public recognition and appreciation for
the consequences of illegal tobacco, ease of access to
illegal tobacco products especially by our youth, and
the illegal manufacturing and sale of tobacco
products.
The illegal tobacco trade deprives all citizens of
money that could be used for things like health care
and education. Persons who are caught possessing or
distributing illegal tobacco can face fines, penalties and
even jail time.
Crime Stoppers recognizes the seriousness of this
issue and its effects on our communities and will
continue to work with law enforcement agencies and
partners to combat the illegal tobacco trade in Nova
Scotia.

TDIPPM!PROGRAMS

Modeled along the same lines as the original Crime
Stoppers Program is the Crime Stoppers Program for
this province’s high schools.
Research has shown us that high school is much the
same as any other community in the province. School
administration and students face many similar issues
that are crime related. Minor thefts, vandalism,
mischief, such as bomb-scares and setting off fire
alarms, drug dealing, liquor offences and bullying.
Some schools are so large that they even have their
own dedicated police officer at the school for
immediate response or assistance.
So where does Crime Stoppers fit with school crime?
The answer is simple. We offer the same guarantees
as our regular program, in that all callers are offered
complete anonymity and cash awards. We do not tape
or trace calls. We do not subscribe to any form of call
identification. The only difference is that our award
schedule for high school crime is from $25 – $200 and
quite often the school administration will deal with
some of these matters internally through suspension,
32

detention or compensation for damages. Crime
Stoppers still consider these solved crimes and the
callers will qualify for the cash awards.
We’ve been doing high school presentations since
1993, and have seen many successes with this unique
approach to solving crime. For example, we’ve solved
such crimes as theft, drug dealing, and false alarms.
We’ve even identified a student who called in a bombscare moments before a high-ranking politician was to
visit the school.
There is another benefit to having a Crime Stoppers
Program in our high schools. Quite often, catching
young people getting involved in crime can be the
‘wake up’ call they need.
And remember, at Crime Stoppers, we want real
information about real crime. Like any other crime
reported to Crime Stoppers, the information has to be
corroborated through other sources, such as the
school administration confirming that they did, in fact,
have a report of a stolen article, alarm, etc.

1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

VOTPMWFE!DSJNFT - If you have information on any of these crimes, call Crime Stoppers
at 2.911.333.9588, or submit a Secure Web Tip at xxx/dsjnftupqqfst/ot/db/
If your tip leads to an arrest, you could qualify for a cash award up to $2,000.00. You can also
text a secure message from your Android or iPhone by using Q4!UJQ!NPCJMF/
Laura Lee Cross
On October 14, 2002, at approximately 5:30 p.m., police responded to a report of two
hunters who discovered human skeletal remains off a logging road near Dollar Lake
Provincial Park, located on the Old Guysborough Road near the Halifax International
Airport. The skeletal remains were later identified as those of the victim, Laura Lee Cross.
The investigation revealed that Ms. Cross had last been seen on July 12, 2001, and she had
been reported missing in August of 2001. Ms. Cross had been living at 18 Middle Street in
Dartmouth at the time of her disappearance.
Michael Leonard Hamm
On August 28, 1985, at 7:44 p.m., officers responded to a report of a shooting near the
intersection of Windsor and Duncan streets in Halifax and found Michael Hamm deceased,
having been fatally shot.
David Joseph Hannan
Shortly after 6:20 a.m. on December 9, 2006, David Hannan was found lying unconscious
behind Harbourview School in Dartmouth. Mr. Hannan was transported to hospital where
he died two days later. An autopsy later determined that Mr. Hannan was the victim of a
homicide, and police believe the incident occurred where he was found. Mr. Hannan had
been with friends at a Dartmouth residence earlier in the night.

Lori Katherine Jollimore
At approximately 1:09 p.m. on April 27, 2017, police responded to a sudden death call at a
home on Farquharson Street in Dartmouth. When officers arrived, they located Lori
deceased inside the residence. The next day the Medical Examiner conducted an autopsy
and ruled her death a homicide.

Douglas Keating
Douglas’ body was discovered by two pedestrians near the water tower behind 299 Main
Avenue in Halifax around 10:50 a.m. on September 2, 2000. The investigation revealed
that he had been assaulted and died of blunt force trauma. It is believed that Douglas
was assaulted elsewhere, and his body was moved to where he was later found. Douglas
was last seen alive the night before in the Fairview area.
Sardar Ajmeer Nawabi
At 1:38 a.m. on September 17, 2017 police were called to 36 Montgomery Court in relation
to a 20-year-old man who required immediate medical assistance. EHS transported the
man to hospital where he later died.The Medical Examiner ruled the death a homicide and
identified the victim as 20-year-old Sardar Ajmeer Nawabi of Halifax.
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BOOSTER CPYFT
ACE MACHINING LTD
DARTMOUTH (902) 463-6347

COLBY DANIELS RUST CHECK & AUTO.
KENTVILLE (902) 678-2845

ENTER REALTY LTD
BEDFORD (902) 471-9605

ALICION BED & BREAKFAST
LUNENBURG (902) 634-9358

COLCHESTER COMM. SMALL OPTION HOMES
TRURO (902) 893-0156

EVEN UNDER THE RUG CLEANING
EASTERN PASSAGE (902) 802-8447

ATLANTIC DUTCH SHOP
EAST LAWRENCETOWN (902) 827-3654

COMEAU'S FARM MARKET
METEGHAN RIVER (902) 645-2342

FIRST RATE MACHINING LTD.
DARTMOUTH (902) 468-1073

ATLANTIC GARAGE DOORS LTD
LAKESIDE (902) 876-2227

COMFORT KEEPERS HALIFAX
BEDFORD (902) 201-5522

FREDS MARKET
SPRYFIELD (902) 477-9600

ATLANTIC NEWS STAND
HALIFAX (902) 429-5468

CREATIVE KIDS EDUCATION CENTRE
HAMMONDS PLAINS (902) 832-5437

FUTURE IMPRESSIONS
LOWER SACKVILLE (902) 865 1651

B & B ELECTRIC LTD
DARTMOUTH (902) 466-3547

CROSS SMALL ENGINE REPAIRS LTD.
HEBB'S CROSS (902) 543-9683

GATEWAY FACILITIES
GOFFS (902) 873-5516

BASINVIEW ANIMAL HOSPITAL
BEDFORD (902) 835-8383

CROSSROADS CO - OP LTD.
PARRSBORO (902) 254-2174

GERALD W. DELONG CONSTRUCTION
BARSS CORNERS (902) 644-2523

BEATON’S TOWING LTD
LOWER SACKVILLE (902) 865-4020

D CUNNINGHAM BAIT LTD
LOWER EAST PUBNICO (902) 762-0516

GILLIS HOME BUILDING CENTRE
SYDNEY (902) 564-6258

BEAUMONT GARAGE DOOR CO.
WATERVILLE (902) 538-7442

D G DALRYMPLE ELECTRIC LTD
TRURO (902) 895-6978

GRAND PRE WINES
GRAND PRE (902) 542-7177

BELLS INDEPENDENT
HUBBARDS (902) 857-2065

D. A. MORRISON AUTO BODY
WHYCOCOMAGH (902) 756-3111

GREG SYMONDS BOATBUILDER LTD.
CLARKS HARBOUR (902) 745-3392

BRIDGEWATER FARMERS CO-OP
BRIDGEWATER (902) 543-2471

D.E. BARRY LIGHT METAL WORKS
BLOCKHOUSE (902) 624-8173

H & R BLOCK
NORTH SYDNEY (902) 794-7117

BROWN’S AUTO SALVAGE LTD
WILMONT (902) 765-8313

DAN’S ICE CREAM SHOPPE
BARRINGTON PASSAGE (902) 637-3177

HALIFAX SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS
DARTMOUTH (902) 461-0863

BUD'S KWIKWAY
SHERBROOKE (902) 522-2325

DEL’S HOME BUILDING CENTRE
WEST PUBNICO (902) 762-2300

HANDS ON HALIFAX COMM.WORKSHOP
HALIFAX (902) 401-5003

BULK BARN
DARTMOUTH (902) 435-9159

DELANEY & SON PULP WOOD LTD
ST-JOSEPH-DU-MOINE (902) 224-3842

HANTS SHORE COMM. HEALTH CTR
KEMPT SHORE (902) 633-2110

CABOT TRAIL FINANCIAL INC
CHETICAMP (902) 224-1953

DEVINE MERCY PARISH
DARTMOUTH (902) 465-6063

HARBOURVIEW INN
SMITHCOVE (902) 245-5686

CARLETON INN & COTTAGES
BRIDGETOWN (902) 665-4716

DICKIE'S MEATS
AMHERST (902) 667-0454

HIGHLAND SHOE REPAIR
NEW GLASGOW (902) 752-2426

CATALONE CONVENIENCE STORE
CATALONE (902) 733-2497

DON & SON CONTRACTING
HALIFAX (902) 455-3181

HODGSON KITCHEN & WOODWORK.
CHURCHVILLE (902) 923-2607

CHARLES INGRAM CONSTRUCTION
LIVERPOOL (902) 354-4561

DONALD BELL GOLDSMITH
BEDFORD (902) 835-2623

HOME FINDERS METRO RENTAL AGENCY
DARTMOUTH (902) 435-0368

CHILDREN'S CORNER DAY CARE CTR
DARTMOUTH (902) 462-7200

DOUBLE J PROPERTY CARE-MOBILE
MIDVILLE BRANCH (902) 521-9984

HUB TUNE UP CTR
TRURO (902) 895-7126

CHRIS SCOTT AUTOMOTIVE LTD
MIDDLE SACKVILLE (902) 865-2043

E.Y.E. MARINE CONSULTANTS
BEDFORD (902) 463-8940

JADE PALACE RESTAURANT
SPRINGHILL (902) 597-3009

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN'S LEARNING CTR EASTERN LIGHTS TRANS. BULK WATER
DARTMOUTH (902) 468-5208
ITALY CROSS (902) 543-4959

JADE PALACE RESTAURANT
SPRINGHILL (902) 597-3009

COASTAL FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION
YARMOUTH (902) 742-7322

ED’S BARBER SHOP
SPRINGHILL (902) 597-8470

JERRY’S RV TRAILER SALES & SERVICE
NEW MINAS (902) 681-9501

COBURG COFFEE HOUSE
HALIFAX (902) 429-2326

EDNA'S BAKERIES LTD.
PORT MAITLAND (902) 649-2080

JESSOME & ASSOCIATES
LOWER SACKVILLE (902) 865-8392
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VOTPMWFE!DSJNFT - If you have information on any of these crimes, call Crime Stoppers
at 2.911.333.9588, or submit a Secure Web Tip at xxx/dsjnftupqqfst/ot/db/
If your tip leads to an arrest, you could qualify for a cash award up to $2,000.00. You can also
text a secure message from your Android or iPhone by using Q4!UJQ!NPCJMF/
Leon Anthony Adams
At 4:20 a.m. on May 22, 2005, police responded to a report of an injured person in a
residence at 6025 Lady Hammond Road in Halifax. Upon arrival, they discovered Leon lying
in a hallway suffering from a gunshot wound. He was transported to hospital by ambulance
where he was pronounced deceased.
John Francis Alquiros
On April 19, 2002, at approximately 11:00 a.m., police responded to a report of three youths
who discovered a body while walking in the area of the Greenhead Road extension, located
off Highway 103 in Timberlea. John Francis Alquiros was the confirmed victim. The
investigation revealed that the Greenhead Road extension was the actual site of the murder
and Mr. Alquiros died of gunshot wounds. Greenhead Road is a rural area approximately one
kilometer from residential housing and is often used for hiking and all-terrain vehicle use.

Tina Barron
On October 6, 1985, Ms. Tina Barron was reported missing to police. On November 4,
1985, the remains of Ms. Barron were discovered in a wooded area off Robinbson Road, in
the community of Shubenacadie, near Indian Brook, Nova Scotia. Ms. Barron was born on
November 6, 1968.

Glenn Bourgeois
On July 21, 2007, at approximately 4:00 p.m., Halifax Regional Police were sent to
investigate a complaint about gunshots fired in the Maynard and Woodill Street area.The
police found Glenn Bourgeois when they arrived at the scene. Mr. Bourgeois received
several gunshot wounds and later died from his injuries.The police investigation revealed
that two black males were seen fleeing the area immediately after the shooting, one of
which had a firearm in his hand.
Tanya Jean Brooks
Tanya was found deceased beside the former St. Patrick’s-Alexandra School on Maitland
Street in Halifax on May 11, 2009 at 2:17 p.m. Investigators were able to trace her
movements until approximately 9 p.m. on May 10 and they urge anyone who witnessed
anything in the area of the school around that time to contact police.
Shelley Denise Connors
On June 1, 1993, during the evening, the deceased body of 17-year-old Shelley Connors
was located approximately 200 yards from the rear of the Spryfield Lyons Rink, which is
located at 25 Drysdale Road, Spryfield, Halifax. The victim was located in a wooded area
partially covered with leaves and branches. The investigation revealed that the victim went
missing from her River Road, Spryfield, address on May 29, 1993 and was reported missing
by a family member the following day.
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KIMBER & TUCKER QUANTITY SURVEYORS
FALL RIVER (902) 835-9909

ONE STOP ENTERTAINMENT
ANTIGONISH (902) 971-0002

SEW INCLINED
ENGLISHTOWN (902) 929-2050

KING STREET SHOES
BRIDGEWATER (902) 543-9841

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS
WILEVILLE (902) 521-7592

SMITH’S AUTO & SAFETY GLASS
SCOTCH VILLAGE (902) 757-2652

KINGS EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICE
NORTH ALTON (902) 678-0866

PARKER’S SATELLITE & TECH SHOP INC
COLDBROOK (902) 678-2280

SOUTH EAST DRYWALL
DARTMOUTH (902) 445-7970

KNICKLE AUTO REPAIR SPECIALIST
CENTRE (902) 634-8631

PETER STEIN FOOD SAFETY SOLUTIONS
SHEET HARBOUR (902) 329-4962

SPRY BAY CAMPGROUND & CABINS
TANGIER (902) 772-2554

L & B SILVI LTD.
BRAZIL LAKE (902) 761-2940

PHILLIPS AUTO REPAIR
LOWER SACKVILLE (902) 864-7086

STAN WHITE- CONTRACTOR
TRURO (902) 895-2218

LANDING CRANE SERVICE LTD
TRENTON (902) 921-8117

PICTOU ACADEMY
PICTOU (902) 485-7200

STEELE MITSUBISHI
HALIFAX (902) 405-1177

LBR GAS BAR & VARIETY
MERIGOMISH (902) 926-2257

PLANET POOCH K9 DOGGIE DAYCARE
HEAD OF ST MARGARET'S BAY (902) 820-2575

STEPHEN COCHRANE - TD WEALTH
HALIFAX (902) 420-0914

LONDON RUBBER STAMP CO LTD
HALIFAX (902) 423-8411

PLEASANT HILL CEMETERY
HALIFAX (902) 425-6922

STEVEN WALKER AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
BERWICK (902) 538-2886

LOWER ARGYLE FISHERMAN’S CO-OP
GLENWOOD (902) 643-2976

POLLEY USED CAR LTD
AMHERST (902) 667-2194

T N T RECYCLING DEPOT
SHUBENACADIE EAST (902) 758-2708

LRD EXCAVATING & WELDING LTD.
WATERVILLE (902) 538-0756

PORT HOOD GROUP HOME
PORT HOOD (902) 787-2883

TARANTULA AUTO REPAIR
WILMONT (902) 765-3901

MACLEOD & GRANT LTD.
STELLARTON (902) 752-5532

PRECISION POWDER COATING INC
DARTMOUTH (902) 468-7918

TATE ENGINEERING INC
FALL RIVER (902) 576-3420

MACKILLOP FLOWERS LTD
SYDNEY (902) 539-1214

PROUDFOOTS HOME HARDWARE BUILD. CTR
STELLARTON (902) 752-1500

TBS THE BOAT SHOP LTD
GLEN HAVEN (902) 821-3511

MARITIME ABORIGINAL PEOPLES COUNCIL
TRURO HEIGHTS (902) 895-2982

RAVEN ARCHERY
STEAM MILL (902) 678-2601

THE PIZZA MARKET
TRURO (902) 843-4411

MARK LIVELY WELDING LIMITED
LOWER SACKVILLE (902) 864-4442

RAYWORTH & ROBERTS SURVEYS LTD.
AMHERST (902) 667-9254

TIBB'S TUMBLERS LOCKSMITHING
WILMOT (902) 840-3658

MARSHALL SMITH CONTRACTING
SPRINGVILLE (902) 923-2276

RE/MAX NOVA-NANCY SKINNER
DARTMOUTH (902) 478-4474

TRAIL WALK HOLDING LTD
CURRY'S CORNER (902) 798-3601

MARSHALL'S FLOORING
BIBLE HILL (902) 843-3440

RED & WHITE - ROBICHAUD MEAT MKT
METEGHAN (902) 645-2424

TRANSACTION BUSINESS SERVICES
HALIFAX (902) 406-3053

MEDICINE SHOPPE
TRURO (902) 893-3500

RED CAP RESTAURANT & MOTEL
MIDDLE WEST PUBNICO (902) 762-2112

TRI COUNTY CONST. LTD.
YARMOUTH (902) 742-4322

MIKE'S COURIER SERVICE O/A 3266926 NOVA ROB NICKERSON'S BURNER & STOVE SVC
NEW GLASGOW (902) 755-6700
YARMOUTH (902) 740-5580

VAN VELD CONSTRUCTION LTD
WESTVILLE (902) 396-3169

MILLENNIUM WATER MANAGEMENT
DARTMOUTH (902) 462-3868

ROBIN STUART
ENGLISHTOWN (902) 295-0792

WAGNER REFRIGERATION LTD
DIGBY (902) 245-6750

MOORE NICKELS & DIMES FOR YOU RECYC.
OXFORD (902) 447-3739

RX SECURITY INC.
BEDFORD (902) 832-3006

WHITE’S PLUMBING
BELMONT (902) 662-2035

NATIONAL TRAILER SALES
OXFORD (902) 686-3788

SCOTT & STEWART FORESTRY CONSULT.
ST ANDREWS (902) 863-5508

WOODS HARBOUR LOBSTER CO LTD
LOWER WOODS HRBR (902) 723-2195

NORTH EAST TRUCK & TRAILER SALES
UPPER ONSLOW (902) 895-8400

SEA PRIDE BOAT WORKS LTD
CLARKS HARBOUR (902) 745-3110

WOODYS CRANE RENTAL LTD
PORT HASTINGS (902) 625-2212

NORTHUMBERLAND SILO INC.
TRURO (902) 662-3772

SEAWINDS MOTEL
DIGBY (902) 245-2573

Thank you for your support
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VOTPMWFE!DSJNFT - If you have information on any of these crimes, call Crime Stoppers
at 2.911.333.9588, or submit a Secure Web Tip at xxx/dsjnftupqqfst/ot/db/
If your tip leads to an arrest, you could qualify for a cash award up to $2,000.00. You can also
text a secure message from your Android or iPhone by using Q4!UJQ!NPCJMF/
Ryan Nehiley
At approximately 8:54 p.m. on November 23, 2018, Halifax Regional Police responded to a
weapons call on Clovis Avenue in Halifax. Upon arrival it was determined that 25-year-old
Ryan Nehiley had been shot and was later pronounced deceased after being transported
to hospital. Investigators believe that Mr. Nehiley was shot inside his residence and that
more than one person was involved in the offence.
Tyrone Oliver
On July 20, 2000 at 11:08 p.m., officers responded to a report of several shots fired in the
2400 block of Creighton Street. Officers located 20-year-old Tyrone Oliver at a basketball
court, suffering from multiple gunshots wounds. He was transported to hospital where he
died later that night. Police also responded to two stabbings and an assault around the same
time and in the same vicinity of the homicide and believe all four incidents are related.
Jonathan Reader
On August 7, 2005 at 4:10 a.m., officers responded to the intersection of Radcliffe Drive
and Dunbrack Street and found 19-year-old Jonathan Reader unconscious in the roadway.
He was transported to hospital where he died a short time later from his injuries. The
autopsy determined that Jonathan was the victim of a homicide inflicted by blunt force
trauma and investigators believe the incident occurred at the location where he was found.

Shane Darrell Siddle
On December 12, 1994, police received a report from medical staff at the Victoria General
Hospital regarding a patient, Shane Siddle, who had been admitted to the hospital on
December 7 with a serious head injury. The cause of the injury was not known. Shane
passed away at the hospital as a result of the injury on December 13, 1994.
Through the investigation it was revealed that Shane may have been involved in an
altercation and knocked unconscious near his Belle Aire Terrace residence on the night of
December 7, 1994. It is believed that Shane regained consciousness, arrived home and was
then taken to the hospital that night. The original assault was not reported to police.
Donald David Snelgrove
On August 21, 2000, at approximately 1:20 p.m., police responded to a report of a death
at an apartment building in the 3600 block of Windsor Street in Halifax. Officers found
Donald Snelgrove deceased in the living room of his apartment.

Rickey Walker
At approximately 2:50 a.m. on September 1, 2016, 48-year-old Rickey Walker was located
in medical distress behind John McNeil Elementary School at 62 Leaman Drive in
Dartmouth. He was subsequently transported to the hospital where he was pronounced
deceased.
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ALL SMILES DENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC
2069 HAMMONDS PLAINS RD, SUITE 1
HAMMONDS PLAINS
(902) 835-6632

FLEET TECH SERVICE
15321 HIGHWAY 3
HEBBVILLE
(902) 543-3580

LINDEN LANDSCAPES INC.
176 WILSON LAKE DR.
MIDDLE SACKVILLE
(902) 456-0657

ANTHONY BROS. ENTERPRISES LTD
6216 HWY 354
KENNETCOOK
(902) 362-2024

GESTALT NOVA SCOTIA
10 LAKEVIEW AVE
DARTMOUTH
(902) 209-5228

M. WALTERS & SONS CONTRACTING LTD
256 SILVER POINT ROAD
GARDEN LOTS
(902) 634-3040

APPLE AUTO GLASS
41- A ILSLEY AVE.
DARTMOUTH
(902) 468-8201

GRAMAC PAVEMENT MARKINGS
PO BOX 563
LOWER SACKVILLE
(902) 865-5014

MACINTOSH LANDSCAPING LIMITED
26 LYNDS DR
UPPER BROOKSIDE
(902) 895-1119

ATLANTIC POLY LINERS INC.
103 PARK RD.
ELMSDALE
(902) 883-0085

HALIFAX QUALITY HOMES LTD
1A-246 BEDFORD HWY
HALIFAX
(902) 445-4952

MCA CONSULTANTS
11 FRAZEE AVE
DARTMOUTH
(902) 481-8126

BEDFORD LIONS CLUB
36 HOLLAND AVE
BEDFORD
(902) 420-3067

HANKINSON’S LOGGING LTD
PO BOX 238
WEYMOUTH
(902) 837-5292

MID VALLEY CONSTRUCTIONS 1997 LTD
PO BOX 276
KINGSTON
(902) 765-6312

BRENDA KIELBRATOWSKI LTD.
15 NORWOOD COURT
PORTERS LAKE
(902) 471-8497

HARBOUR LIGHT PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
105 CHURCH ROAD
EAST GREEN HARBOUR
(902) 656-3057

MODERN HEATING & SHEET METAL
409 ABRAHMS RIVERS ROAD
TUSKET
(902) 742-3941

BRENT GERRITS COLLISION & REFINISHING
PO BOX 265
PORT WILLIAMS
(902) 542-7867

ILLER DOOR SYSTEMS LTD.
PO BOX 1381
TRURO
(902) 895-1166

N C DESIGNS
200 WATERFRONT DR., SUITE 200
BEDFORD
(902) 457-1321

CANSO PHARMACY LTD
PO BOX 159
CANSO
(902) 366-2976

JAMES L MOOD FISHERIES
PO BOX 60
LOWER WOODS HARBOUR
(902) 723-2360

OCEAN CRISP APPLE COMPANY
15 ROSCOE DR
KENTVILLE
(902) 681-3686

CAPE BRETON FENCING LTD.
12 ROSS AVE.
NORTH SYDNEY
(902) 794-4058

JIM’S WINDOW & DOOR SERVICE LTD.
77 DOUGALL ST.
MACADAMS LAKE
(902) 794-2876

P&B KAULBACK BUILDING LTD
85 KNOX RD
BAKER SETTLEMENT
(902) 543-8595

CHINA ROSE CAFÉ
870 PRINCE ST.
TRURO
(902) 895-8588

KABAYAN FOOD MART
110-172 WYSE RD
DARTMOUTH
(902) 816-0257

PARAGON DOOR
PO BOX 973
TRURO
(902) 897-4100

CLYDE PAUL & ASSOCIATES
103-531 HERRING COVE RD
HALIFAX
(902) 477-2518

KEVIN STACEY, REALTOR®
KELLER WILLIAMS SELECT REALTY
ANNAPOLIS VALLEY
(902) 678-2204

PATTY JOUDREY WORK PLACE SAFETY TRAINING
15933 HWY 3
HEBBVILLE
(902) 527-1608

DIGGDON’S FREIGHT SERVICES
PO BOX 389, 16 CREIGHTON RD
WEST ARICHAT
(902) 226-3388

L. BOUDRO FISHERIES LTD
127 CLIFF ST.
YARMOUTH
(902) 742-8035

PRIORITY HOME INSPECTIONS
15 CLAYTON PARK DRIVE
HALIFAX
(902) 440-6450

DOUGLAS J INGRAM CONSTRUCTION
PO BOX 1331
LIVERPOOL
(902) 354-4569

LEQUILLE ALIGNMENT
180 OLD TRUNK 8
ANNAPOLIS ROYAL
(902) 532-1857

R.K. MACDONALD NURSING HOME
64 PLEASANT ST.
ANTIGONISH
(902) 863-2578

DUPUIS AUTO SERVICE & SALES
272 WINDMILL ROAD
DARTMOUTH
(902) 461-2818

LIBERTY ENTERPRISES LTD.
215 HASTINGS RD
BROOKDALE
(902) 667-5002

RE/MAX SOUTH SHORE REALTY (1989) LTD
56 DAVISON DRIVE
BRIDGEWATER
(902) 543-8882
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1334 Cobequid Road, Waverley NS

902-860-0822
Proudly Supporting Crime Stoppers

Phone: 765-4083 Fax: 765-4176
Email: leoglavinemla@leoglavine.ca
Website: leoglavine.ca
694 Main St., PO Box 250
Kingston, Nova Scotia B0P 1R0

JOHN ROSS & SONS LTD.
Top Price For: Copper, Aluminum, Brass, Radiators,
Batteries, Catalytic Converters, Stainless Steel & More
We Also Purchase: Scrap Vehicles, Freon Free Fridges,
Stoves, Washers, Dryers & More
Sale of New & Used Structural Steel
Lugger Containers
After Hours Call: Ruth Ogilvie: 893-1953 Jim Muise: 890-6370

(902) 893-9429

85 Glassey Ave. • Truro

Sandy & Sons
Fisheries Ltd.
Box 43, Port Mouton
Queens Co., NS B0T 1T0
Ph: 902-683-2781 Fax: 902-683-2420
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RIVERSIDE CONVENIENCE
16 POST OFFICE RD.
CLYDE RIVER
(902) 637-2253

TD BANK FINANCIAL GROUP
22 INGLIS PLACE
TRURO
(902) 893-9423

WINE KITZ NEW MINAS
8934 COMMERCIA ST
NEW MINAS
(902) 378-3111

SEA SHARP MARINE SERVICES
49 ROMA DR
HEAD OF CHEZZETCOOK
(902) 827-4165

THE TRACTOR DOME
9200 HIGHWAY 14
MILFORD STATION
(902) 758-1116

XEOS TECHNOLOGIES INC
36 TOPPLE DR
DARTMOUTH
(902) 444-7650

SERVICE ONE AUTOMOTIVE LTD
70 KILLAM ROAD
DEERFIELD
(902) 742-0059

VAUGHN GATES PLUMBING & HEATING
215 BOND RD
WATERVILLE
(902) 538-8120

SHELLNUTT PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS
250 BAKER DR SUITE 214
DARTMOUTH
(902) 434-3301

WATER N WINE TRURO
www.truro.wine
info@truro.wine
(902) 895-2266

BUSINESS QBUSPOT
ACE CHIMNEY SYSTEMS
ADAM’S CAR WASH SYSTEMS
ADMIRAL PARKING
ADVANCED HEATING SOLUTIONS
AFTER WARRANTY AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
ALL-IN PRECISION PAINTING
ANNAPOLIS FAMILY PRACTICE
AUNTIE GWEN’S DOGGIE DO’S
AURA LANDSCAPING
B & R ROOFING LTD.
B F ARCHIBALD CONSTRUCTION LTD.
BAKERS POINT FISHERIES LTD.
BEACON HILL DESIGN
BILL MALONE’S BARBER SHOP
BIOADVANCE
BIRD’S NEST CAFE
BLAND & ASSOCIATES
BOND’S APPLIANCE WORKS
BROOKLAND FARMS
BURGESS BASKETS
C J INSTALLATIONS INC.
CALLAHAN’S QUALITY PAINTERS
CAPE BRETON TRAILER SALES
CERTIFIED SALES & MARKETING LTD.
CHADS GARAGE
CHEDABUCTO INVESTMENTS LTD.
CHESTER ELECTRICAL PLUMBING & HEATING
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH
CLEAN CUT PROPERTY SERVICES LTD
CM OPTICAL
COCHRANE INSURANCE SERVICES
CONRAD’S SEPTIC TANK SVC LTD
COOK’S GAS BAR & CAFE
D & M SPORTSCARDS LTD.
D C DRIVE ELECTRONICS
DAN BONNELL TRUCKING LTD
DANCING MOOSE CAFE
DANNY HILTZ EXCAVATING
DAVIS AUTOMOTIVE & TRANS
DAVIS FUNERAL HOME
DEAL EXCAVATING SERVICES LTD.
DEALS AUTO CLINIC
DON HALL FINANCIAL SERVICES
DOUBLE S INVESTMENTS LTD.
DR. RYAN THOMAS DENTISTRY
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DUNCAN’S PLUMBING HTG & FLTRTN
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
EAGLE BEACH CONTRACTORS LTD
EASTERN GUTTER WORKX
ELMER LOHNES LUMBERING LTD
EVERGREEN HOME-SPECIAL CARE
F. TATTRIE TRUCKING & BACKHOE
FELTMATE CONSULTING
FOCUS MASSAGE THERAPY
FOXPOINT MARKET
FRED SCOTT
FREEDOM FOUNDATION-NOVA SCOTIA
G & R CUSTOM TROPHY
GARY MUISE ACCOUNTING SERVICES
GENEVA’S WORLD OF STITCHES
GEOFORCE GROUP LIMITED
GERALD’S ULTRAMAR SVC STATION
GERARD BURKE CONSTRUCTION &
RENOVATIONS
GL WARD DESIGN SYSTEMS LTD.
GORDON HOPKINS
GORDON MUISE SERVICE CENTRE LTD.
GOUDEY AUTO SALES LTD
GRACE HAVEN ENTERPRISES LTD
GREEN BARN ANTIQUES
GREG AIKINS
GREG CORKUM EXCAVATION LTD.
GREG DODGE’S AUTO REPAIR
HILTZ’S SERVICE STATION LTD
HOLKOR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
J M BOOKKEEPING & TAXATION
JAMES & MARY RHYNOLD
JAMES HEIGHT
JARRET ROSS ADDITIONS-RNVTNS
JCL TAILORING
JIM & JANET PAUL
JOAN CLEAVELEY/CO DR CHARLES CRON
JOE’S PIZZERIA LTD.
JOHN OICKLE EXCAVATING SERVICES
JORDAN’S PLUMBING & HEATING SERVICE
JUNGLE JIM’S
KAREN & BILLY’S LAUNDROMAT & VARIETY
KING’S VIEW ACADEMY
KNOX KNOWS CONTRACTING
L & C CLEANING SUPPLIES

L HIMMELMAN REAL ESTATE
LAHAVE BAKERY
LEO’S SUPERMARKET
LIONEL LEWIS
LITTLE PEOPLE’S PLACE
LOIS N FISHERIES LTD.
LOLA DOUCET BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
LORELIE’S POOLS & SPAS
M & M FIREWOOD SALES
M I S INVENTORY SERVICES
MACKAY’S TRUCK & TRAILER CENTER LIMITED
MADE IN THE SHADE BLINDS OF HALIFAX
MAPLETON SURVEYS
MARIA’S CONVENIENCE STORE
MARKLAND ASSOCIATES LTD.
MCNUTT AUTO BODY
MEDICAL HALL PHARMASAVE
MIKE’S DRIVE THRU & CONVENIENCE
MORSE CONSTRUCTION INC.
MR. GAVRIC
MUELLER’S DENTAL ARTS LABORATORY INC
NEEDS CONVENIENCE
NEW MINAS RECYCLING INC
NICKERSON AUTO SALVAGE-REPAIR
NIGHTINGALE NURSING SERVICES
NORVAL S. HIGGINS NSLS
OUR LADY OF GRACE MONASTERY
OXFORD BAPTIST CHURCH
PANIER D’ART
PARRSBORO MANSION INN
PATTY HIMMELMAN
PAUL’S CAFE BISTRO RESTAURANT
PHOENIX AGRITECH (CANADA) LTD
PINK DOOR HAIR STUDIO
POWER HOUSE ART GALLERY & STUDIO
PRESCOTT & ASSOCIATES
PUBNICO METAL WORKS LTD
PURL BROOK ENTERPRISES LTD
PWC PAUL’S WOODWORKING & CABINETRY
R K WILSON INSURANCE SVC
R TEASDALE SALES AGENCIES
RAYMOND E. HARVEY-CA
RAYPORT CAMPGROUND
RECOVERED TREASURES
RED DOOR REALTY

1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

REV. RON MCLEAN
RIDEOUT TOOL & MACHINE INC.
RIVERVIEW MEAT MARKET
RONALD CHISHOLM LAW
S H M CANADA CONSULTING LTD.
SAINTE-FAMILLE WINES LTD
SALZMAN’S CARPET & TILE
SANDEANNIE’S BAKERY & TEA ROOM
SANDRA MCINNIS CUSTOM DRESSMAKING
& TAILORING
SIMMS SHEET METAL
SISTERS OF ST. MARTHA
SPINNEY’S GARAGE
ST. PETER’S PARISH
STEVE MORSE HEAVY TOWING
STEWART’S SEPTIC PUMPING
SURE CUT CONCRETE SAWING & DRILLING
SURF SEAFOODS (2016) LTD.
SWEPCO
SWISS CHALET
T FRASER CRANE SERVICES LTD
TAREK’S CAFÉ
THAT’S THE LOOK HAIR STUDIO
THE BULLION BANK
THE DIRTY DOG SHOP
THE SIGN MAN
TIBBETTS HOME FOR SPECIAL CARE
TOM MCDONNELL SERVICE CENTER
TOM ROSS CONTRACTING
TREC SURGICAL
TRI EX CONSTRUCTION
TURNER’S TIRE
TWEED ENGINEERING SERVICES
VALLEY FLAXFLOUR LTD.
VERMEULEN FARMS LTD
VERSATILE HAIR DESIGN
VIDEO WORLD SALES WAREHOUSE
VILLAGE GREEN MOTOR CAR CO. LTD.
W R JONES & CO BUILDERS
WOODLANDS PET RESORT
WORK OF ARTZ CONTRACTING
YACRO
YOUR GROOMERS-T J’S PET GROOMING
ZWICKER WOODWORKING LTD

STARwBRITE
Commercial Cleaning
RR 1, Belmont NS B0M 1C0
(902) 662-3568

BRETON
PETROLEUM LTD

(902) 625-2900
(877) 684-0178 toll free
3 Maclean Court, Port Hawkesbury, NS B9A 3K3

“I HAVE A PLUMBING PROBLEM”
If your plumbing quits, DON’T PANIC. CALL CEILY. SHE CAN HELP.
We have most systems fixed in less than 3 hours from the time of your call. You only pay a low
STRAIGHTFORWARD PRICE for repairs. You never pay for extra labour or travel time. We
don’t consider your problem fixed until it has worked perfectly for 6 months. If the part we
repaired fails under our guarantee, we’ll fix it FREE!

AT ACCENT, WE MAKE PLUMBING PLEASANT. CALL FOR AN IMMEDIATE APPOINTMENT
Drain Vision Video Inspections
Drain Cleaning
RADON Mitigation
Renovations & Repairs
Water Heaters
Hot Water Heating
Well Pumps

ACROPOLE

PUB & GRILL
(902) 396-1504

902

832-4357

Serving Bedford,
Sackville, Hammonds Plains
& Surrounding Areas.

“Ceily”

Nova Scotia Highway Workers’ Union, CUPE Local 1867

Keeping your roads
safe and clear!

1832
1832 Main
Main St.,
St., Westville
Westville ,, NS
NS

Home of the Big Slice

271 Brownlow Ave, Dartmouth, NS B3B 1W6
Phone: (902) 832-1867 Fax: (902) 453-2635
Email: cupehiway@ns.aliantzinc.ca

www.valleystoveandcycle.com
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Windsor • Lunenburg • New Waterford • Bridgewater • Liverpool

MARINE • RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • HVAC-R

Robert Smith
General Manager

176 Water St., P.O. Box 279
Shelburne, NS B0T 1W0
Ph: (902) 875-4488 Fax: (902) 875-4222
Toll Free: 1(800) 563-5337
www.rosewaychrysler.com
rosewaysales4@eastlink.ca

Atlantic Radiator
atlrad@bellaliant.com

Jeff Murphy
owner/operator
1394 King Street
Windsor NS B0N 2T0
902-798-4796
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1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

• Rustcheck proven protection
• Quality used vehicles
• Local NAPA auto care

UNSOLVED DSJNFT!.!If you have information on any of these crimes, call Crime

Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, or submit a Secure Web Tip at www.crimestoppers.ns.ca.
If your tip leads to an arrest, you could qualify for a cash award up to $2,000.00.You
can also text a secure message from your Android or iPhone by using P3 TIP MOBILE.
Jaumar Carvery
On May 3, 2008, members of Halifax Regional Police responded to reports of shots fired
in the area of Olympic Court and Sunrise Walk, Halifax, Nova Scotia. When officers arrived
they located 21 year old, Jaumar Carvery, unconscious and unresponsive suffering from a
gunshot wound. Mr. Carvery was transported to the hospital by emergency workers where
he was pronounced dead as the result of the gunshot wound he received.
Naricho Clayton
On April 19, 2016, at approximately 10:55pm, officers responded to the area of Gottingen
Street in Halifax after hearing gunfire nearby. Officers located a vehicle that had left the
roadway on Gottingen Street and discovered two male victims inside. Both males appeared
to have been shot. Naricho Clayton was pronounced dead at the scene and the other male
suffered serious injuries. Mr. Clayton’s death was ruled a homicide as a result of being shot.
Lynda Anne Comeau
On September 1, 2016, at 3 p.m., the Digby RCMP received a call for assistance at a
residence on Fort Point Road, Weymouth North, NS. The body of Lynda Comeau was
discovered within the residence. It was determined that Lynda Anne Comeau’s death was
a result of an injury and the manner of the death was ruled a homicide.
Danny DiBenedetto
On February 8, 2005, at approximately 7:35pm, police responded to a report of a shooting
at 33 Dartmoor Crescent. Upon arrival, police discovered the victim, Danny DiBenedetto,
laying on his living room floor having suffered from a gunshot wound. Mr. DiBenedetto was
conscious and he stated that three men entered his home, robbed and shot him before
fleeing. Mr. DiBenedetto was transported to the QEII Hospital, where he was later
pronounced dead.The investigation has revealed that three masked men were seen leaving
the address.
Donald Charles Downey
On October 30, 1988, at approximately 1:00am, police responded to a report of a shooting
at 2399 Creighton Street in Halifax. Upon police arrival, the victim, Donald Charles Downey,
was discovered at this location suffering from a gunshot wound. Mr. Downey was transported
to the hospital where he died shortly thereafter. The investigation revealed Mr. Downey was
residing at an Abbey Road, Halifax, address at the time of his death, and he was known to
frequent the north end of Halifax and Uniacke Square area where he was shot.
Suzanne Elizabeth Dube
During the evening of November 17, 1988, Suzanne Elizabeth Dube, a 22-year-old mother of
two young children went missing from her residence in Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia. Suzanne
Dube left her children with a babysitter stating she had to "check something out" and would
be back in a few minutes. There were reported sightings of Suzanne Dube in the area of the
"The Load of Mischief" and the Club 2000 in Lower Sackville during the evening hours of
November 17, and in the early morning hours of November 18, 1988. On March 25, 1989,
Suzanne Dube’s decomposed body was found in the Bedford Basin in Bedford, Nova Scotia.
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Altus Expert Services

T: 902.420.8880 F : 902.422.6698
halifax@altusgroup.com altusgroup.com

•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Real Estate Consulting
Research, Valuation and Advisory
Cost Consulting
Property Tax Consulting
Geomatics

PO Box 3000
Windsor, NS
B0N 2T0
(902) 798-8391
Proud to Support
Nova Scotia
Crime Stoppers

CHARLES
STEWART
ELECTRICAL

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
9551 Hwy 8, Lequille NS B0S 1A0
Office 902-532-2424 Cell: 902-526-2237

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX
$AVE-ON-FUEL HFX
902 POST INC
A R B SCOTT MASONRY LTD
ACCENT PLUMBING & HEATING LTD
ACROPOLE PUB & GRILL
ADM CONVENIENCE
AGGREGATE EQUIPMENT LTD.
ALTUS GROUP
AMG CLAIMS INC
ARCHIBALD DRILLING & BLASTING 1986 LTD
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT LTD
ATLANTIC HARDCHROME LIMITED
ATLANTIC RADIATOR LTD
ATLANTIC VENTILATION CLEANING LIMITED
ATMOSPHERE ELECTRICAL INC.
AUTO TRIM DESIGN OF NOVA SCOTIA
B. J. ELECTRIC MOTOR & CONTROL LTD
BANK OF NS ATLANTIC REGIONAL OFFICE
BENOIT ELECTRIC LIMITED
BERKELEY RETIREMENT RESIDENCE
BILL STEWART'S SCRAP METAL
BOWER-JACQUARD PSYCHOLOGICAL
BRETON PETROLEUM LTD
BRUCE AUTO GROUP
BUTT'S AUTO SERVICE LTD
C E FISHER ELECTRIC LTD
CAISSE POPULAIRE DE CLARE
CARQUEST ELMSDALE
CBCL LTD.
CHARLES STEWART ELECTRICAL
CHETICAMP FISHERIES INC.
COMEAU SEAFOODS LTD
COSMOS PROPERTIES & DEVELOPMENTS
COUCHE - TARD INC. - STORE #2079
COUNCILLOR TRISH PURDY
COUNTY OF ANNAPOLIS
CROWN FLOORING
CUSTOM SPRING & WELDING CO. LTD
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DARIM MASONRY LTD
DARRELL SAMSON MP SACKVILLE-PRESTONCHEZZETCOOK
DELOREY & LEVY CONTRACTING LTD
DISMAS SOCIETY & LAVERS HOUSE
EACAN TIMBER AND EACAN TIMBER CANADA
EAST SIDE FAMILY RESTAURANT LTD
ESRI CANADA LTD.
EUGENE NEWELL & SONS CONSTRUCTION
EYKING FARMS
FOOSING RESTAURANT
FOX HARB'R RESORT
FUNDY COMPOST INCORPORATED
GERALD MITCHELL CONTRACTING LTD.
GETERDUMPED JUNK REMOVAL
GIL-SON CONSTRUCTION LTD
GRANBY FRP TANKS LTD
GROUND HOG GEOTHERMAL & HEAT PUMPS
HALIFAX INSULATORS LTD
HALIFAX REG. MUN. COUNCILLORS OFFICE
HALIFAX REGIONAL WATER
HARBOUR VIEW HAVEN
HART ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIRS
HERITAGE HEARTH PRODUCTS LTD.
HOT TUB UNIVERSE
I M P GROUP INTERNATIONAL INC.
IMPACT AUTO AUCTIONS
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY WORLD INC.
INT. UNION-OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL 727
IRVING SHIPBUILDING INC.
J.D. IRVING LTD
JARKO LIMITED ARBY'S RESTAURANT
JIM MORRISON AUTOMOTIVE SALES
JOHN ROSS & SONS LTD
KILLAM APARTMENT REIT
KINLEY DRUG CO. LTD
LABELLE LANDSCAPE & DESIGN
LENA M DIAB MLA
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LEO GLAVINE MLA
LESLIE EXCAVATING LTD.
LOBSTER WORLD INC.
MAC DONELL WELDING & METAL WORKING
MACLEOD HOUSE WINDSOR
MAPLE MIST FARM
MARINER FORGE ENTERPRISES LTD
MC LAUGHLIN E ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
MILLBROOK POWER CENTRE
MILLEN FARMS LTD.
MILLER'S TOWING LTD
MOLSON COORS CANADA
MUNICIPALITY OF ARGYLE
MUNICIPALITY OF DIGBY
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE
MUNICIPALITY OF ST MARY'S DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY OF THE COUNTY OF KINGS
MUN. OF THE DISTRICT OF GUYSBOROUGH
MUNICIPALITY OF YARMOUTH
NEW-GORE LOBSTER CO
NORTH STAR SURVEYING LTD
NOVA INSULATION & FINISH SYSTEMS LTD
NS HWY WORKERS UNION CUPE LOCAL 1867
OLD ORCHARD INN
OSCO AGGREGATES LIMITED
P PATTERSON HOME SALES
PARKLAND AT THE LAKES PHASE 2
PICTOU COUNTY SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
PLEASANT ST DENTAL CENTRE INC
PRESTIGE HOMES
PRO CYCLE
PROGRESSIVE CABINETS AND MILLWORK LTD
RAFE'S CONSTRUCTION LTD
RANDY DELOREY MLA ANTIGONISH
RCL BRANCH 162
ROCKVILLE CARRIERS LTD
ROGER E. STRUM LTD
RONDEAU'S REFRIGERATION SERVICE INC.
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ROSEWAY CHRYSLER
ROYAL LE PAGE ANCHOR REALTY
ROYSON'S FLOORING & WOODWORKING
S SORENSEN ELECTRIC LTD
SALVATION ARMY BRIDGEWATER
SANDY & SONS FISHERIES LTD
SERVANT DUNBRACK MCKENZIE & MACDONALD
SEXTON`S PHARMACY
SHEEHY ENTERPRISES LTD
SHELBURNE STEVEDORES
SHOPPERS DRUG MART
SLEEP THERAPEUTICS
SOU'WEST ELECTRICAL LTD
SOUTH SHORE GLASS LTD.
SOUTH SHORE PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS LTD
SPEEDY AUTO SVC
STAR BRITE COMMERCIAL CLEANING
STARBOARD INN
STELLARTON POLICE SERVICE
STIRLING FRUIT FARMS
STONE'S RV AND HOME CENTRE
SUNSET MARINE LTD
SUNTIME ENTERPRISES
TROY BENNETT'S AUTO REPAIR
TRUEFOAM
TRURO HEIGHTS IRVING BIG STOP
VALLEY CREDIT UNION LTD
VALLEY STOVE & CYCLE LTD
VALUE VENDING SVC.
VELOCITY MACHINING & WELDING
WATCHDOG SECURITY SYSTEMS
WATER `N WINE STELLARTON
WELD PRO LTD.
WEST HANTS REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
WEST NOVA FUELS
WESTOWER COMMUNICATIONS LTD
WILLIAMS BROTHERS 2013 LTD
WOLF COLLISION LTD.
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